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Abstract
This paper is largely a review of known results about various aspects of
geometric logic. Following Grothendieck’s view of toposes as generalized
spaces, one can take geometric morphisms as generalized continuous maps.
The constructivist constraints of geometric logic guarantee the continuity
of maps constructed, and can do so from two diﬀerent points of view: for
maps as point transformers and maps as bundles.
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Introduction

Geometric logic has arisen in topos theory out of the fact that Grothendieck
toposes may be described as classifying toposes for geometric theories – that
is to say, any Grothendieck topos may be presented as being generated by a
generic model of some geometric theory.
While it can be treated as just another logic, it is an unusual one. Much
of this arises from its inﬁnitary disjunctions, which make it possible to characterize a number of constructions up to isomorphism by geometric structure and
axioms. This gives rise to a geometric mathematics, going beyond the merely
logical – technically it is the mathematics that can be conducted in the toposvalid internal mathematics of Grothendieck toposes, and is moreover preserved
by the inverse image functors of geometric morphisms. To put it another way,
the geometric mathematics has an intrinsic continuity (since geometric morphisms are the continuous maps between toposes).
In this paper I shall survey some of the special features of geometric logic, and
a body of established results that combine to support a manifesto “continuity
is geometricity”. In other words, to “do mathematics continuously” is to work
within the geometricity constraints.
As one might expect, discussing continuity requires one ﬁrst to discuss topological spaces, and the ﬁrst clause of the manifesto sets this out. It includes
a rephrasing of Grothendieck’s dictum that toposes are generalized topological
spaces.
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1. Spaces are geometric theories
To put this more carefully, a space is going to be described as the space of
models for a geometric theory, with its topological nature arising naturally from
that theory. This is in essence the approach of point-free topology, as adopted
in locale theory and in formal topology, though we also generalize from propositional geometric theories to predicate ones, and thereby see Grothendieck’s
generalization from (point-free) topological spaces to toposes. There is ample
evidence that it is the correct approach in a number of constructivist settings,
including topos theory: point-free topology retains important results of classical
topology that fail in a constructivist point-set approach. Note that an implicit
assumption in this approach is sobriety. We understand a non-sober space as a
set of labels for some points of a sober space, possibly with duplication (for a
non-T0 space).
We can now discuss continuity. Note that, for us, the word map will always
assume continuity.
2. Maps are point transformers, deﬁned geometrically
In other words, a map f : X → Y is described by a geometric transformation
x 7→ f (x).
There are two surprises here. The ﬁrst is that geometric logic is incomplete,
which means there may be an insuﬃciency of models to discriminate between
logically inequivalent formulae. Traditionally one might see this as a deﬁciency
in the logical rules, but in topos theory it is better seen as a deﬁciency in any
individual set-theory’s ability to supply models. For example, there are nontrivial locales with no points at all. Hence it is surprising that a map can be
satisfactorily described as a point transformer. However, geometricity entails
that the description can be applied not only to global points, maps 1 → X, of
which there may be insuﬃcient, but also to generalized points, maps W → X
for arbitrary W , including the generic point Id : X → X.
The second surprise is that no explicit continuity proof is required. Eﬀectively, by adhering to geometricity constraints we forego the ability to deﬁne
discontinuous maps.
3. Bundles are indexed spaces deﬁned geometrically
Here, by a bundle over Y we simply mean a map p : X → Y for some
X. We have already called these generalized points of Y , but now there is a
change of point of view. The generalized point was a “point of Y parametrized
by points of X”. As a bundle, we view it as a space (the ﬁbre Xy = p−1 {y})
parametrized by points of Y . I shall explain how bundles can be understood as
geometric constructions y 7→ Xy .
4. Geometricity is preservation under pullback of bundles
In this setting we become interested in constructions on bundles, and geometricity comes out as a simple criterion: that the constructions are preserved
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under pullback. This generalizes the previously given deﬁnition for geometricity of constructions on sets, since the bundles corresponding to discrete spaces
(“indexed sets deﬁned geometrically”) are local homeomorphisms, and pullback
of them is the action of inverse image functors. This has the important consequence that the constructions work ﬁbrewise, since ﬁbres are pullbacks along
points. The construction X 7→ F (X) on individual spaces can be extended to
bundles just by sprinkling it with base-point indexes, (Xy )y∈Y 7→ (F (Xy ))y∈Y .
To put it another way, point-free topology done geometrically automatically
gives ﬁbrewise results for bundles. This has signiﬁcant promise as a tool even
for classical topologists.

2

Geometric logic and theories

We start by outlining the basic deﬁnitions of geometric logic and its rules and
semantics. Note that because it is a positive logic, lacking implication amongst
its connectives, it is given as a sequent style presentation. We follow the account
of [Joh02b, D1].
Definition 1 Let Σ be a ﬁrst order signature: it comprises sorts, function symbols (including constants) and predicates, each with an arity describing the number and sorts of the arguments and (for function symbols) the sort of the result.
Then, over Σ, –
→
1. A context is a ﬁnite list −
x of distinct symbols (not already in Σ), called
variables, each with a stipulated sort σ(xi ). Note that free variables are
provided not in a global way, but context by context.
→
2. A term in context (−
x .t) is a term t build up in the usual way from the
−
→
variables in x and the function symbols. It has a sort σ(t).
→
3. A geometric formula in context (−
x .ϕ) is a formula ϕ built up in the usual
−
→
way from the variables in x and the functions and
∨ predicates in Σ, using
connectives ⊤ (true), ∧ (binary conjunction),
(arbitrary disjunction;
⊥, false, is deﬁned as the nullary disjunction), = (for each sort) and ∃.
4. A geometric sequent is an expression ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ where ϕ and ψ are formulae
in context ⃗x. (This can be read as meaning the sentence (∀x1 · · · ∀xn )(ϕ →
ψ), but it is not a geometric formula because it uses → and ∀.)
5. A geometric theory is a set T of geometric sequents, the axioms of the
theory.
We say a theory is propositional if its signature has no sorts: so all predicates
are propositional symbols and there can be no function symbols, no variables,
and no use of = or ∃. In this case we
∨ can see the connection with topology, since
the remaining
connectives,
∧
and
, correspond to the set theoretic operations,
∪
∩ and , that preserve openness. Indeed, point-free approaches to topology
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such as locale theory and formal topology may be understood as describing the
points of a space as the models of a propositional geometric theory. Then there
is a topology in which each formula describes an open, comprising those models
for which that formula is assigned the value true. There is an intrinsic sobriety
in this approach – the points are exactly the completely prime ﬁlters of opens.
As a major example of how a propositional geometric theory can capture
topology, we look at the reals: a theory for which each model is a real number.
A standard presentation is that in [Joh82], but we give a slightly diﬀerent version
from [Vic07, 2.5].
Example 2 (The real line R) Take a signature with no sorts (it’s propositional) and an inﬁnite family of propositional symbols Pqr indexed by q, r ∈ Q.
The axioms are
∨
Pqr ∧ Pq′ r′ ⊢⊣ {Pst | max(q, q ′ ) < s < t < min(r, r′ )}
⊤⊢

∨

{Pq−ε,q+ε | q ∈ Q} for each 0 < ε ∈ Q.

There is a bijection between models of this theory and Dedekind sections
of Q. (We use a deﬁnition of Dedekind section in which both the lower and
upper cuts are rounded, so the section for a rational q omits q on both sides.
See Example 6.) If x is a model, then (x, x) is a Dedekind section, where
x = {q |some Pqr is true in the model} and similarly for x. In the other
direction, if (L, R) is a Dedekind section, then we deﬁne a model x in which Pqr
is true if q ∈ L and r ∈ R. The proposition Pqr corresponds to the open interval
(q, r), ∨
and so geometric formulae∪correspond to the opens in the usual topology.
Then , ∧ and ⊢ correspond to , ∩ and ⊆.
When we move to predicate theories, an important, and quite diﬀerent family
of examples is given by ﬁnitary algebraic theories. Logically these are very
special, since the only connective they use is =. (An interesting generalization
is that of cartesian, or essentially algebraic, theories. In [Joh02b] one can see
these described using ∃. However, [PV07] shows how, with a logic of partial
terms, it is possible to describe them using = and ∧.)
Example 3 (Commutative rings) Take a signature with a single sort R, and
function symbols
0, 1 : 1 → R
−:R→R
+, · : R2 → R.
(Apologies for the overloading of 1. In the arity 1 → R, 1 denotes R0 and so is
the arity of a constant, with no arguments.)
All the algebraic laws of commutative rings can be expressed as geometric
sequents of the form ⊤ ⊢⃗x t1 = t2 . For example, distributivity is
⊤ ⊢xyz x · (y + z) = (x · y) + (x · z).
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The next example needs ∨ and ∃ and so is neither purely topological nor
purely algebraic. However, it does not need the inﬁnitary disjunctions – it is a
coherent theory.
Example 4 (Commutative local rings) The signature is the same as for
commutative rings, and the axioms are the same with, in addition,
(∃z) (x + y) · z = 1 ⊢xy (∃z) x · z = 1 ∨ (∃z) y · z = 1
0 = 1 ⊢ ⊥.
These may be read as saying the invertible elements form the complement of
a proper ideal. However, that would be a classical reading because it relies on
having a classical notion of complement.

2.1

Inference rules

The inference rules of geometric logic are ones that derive sequents from sequents. We summarize them here, as presented in [Joh02b], but stress that
there are few surprises.
Most of the propositional rules are standard ones for identity, cut, conjunction and disjunction:
ϕ ⊢⃗x ϕ,

ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ
ψ ⊢⃗x χ
,
ϕ ⊢⃗x χ

ϕ ⊢⃗x ⊤, ϕ ∧ ψ ⊢⃗x ϕ, ϕ ∧ ψ ⊢⃗x ψ,

ϕ ⊢⃗x

∨

S

ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ ϕ ⊢⃗x χ
,
ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ ∧ χ

ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ (all ϕ ∈ S)
∨
.
S ⊢⃗x ψ

(ϕ ∈ S),

We also need frame distributivity – which would be derivable from other rules
if we had implication as a connective:
∨
∨
ϕ∧
S ⊢⃗x {ϕ ∧ ψ | ψ ∈ S}.
Turning to the predicate rules, the substitution rule is
ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ
.
ϕ[⃗s/⃗x] ⊢⃗y ψ[⃗s/⃗x]
Here, ⃗s is a sequence of terms in context ⃗y , matching the variables in ⃗x in
number and in sorts. From the substitution rule we can also deduce context
weakening,
ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ
.
ϕ ⊢⃗x,y ψ
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The equality and existential rules are
⊤ ⊢x x = x,

(⃗x = ⃗y ) ∧ ϕ ⊢⃗z ϕ[⃗y /⃗x],

ϕ ⊢⃗x,y ψ
,
(∃y)ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ

(∃y)ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ
.
ϕ ⊢⃗x,y ψ

In the second equality rule, ⃗z has to include all the variables in ⃗x and ⃗y , as well
as those free in ϕ, and the variables in ⃗x have to be distinct.
Finally, again we need an unexpected Frobenius rule that would be derivable
if we had implication as connective.
ϕ ∧ (∃y)ψ ⊢⃗x (∃y)(ϕ ∧ ψ).
One point to note is that although we have context weakening (a sequent
that holds in a smaller context will still hold in a bigger one), we do not have
context “strengthening”. We cannot drop variables from a context even if they
are unused. The explicit listing in the sequent of a context of free variables,
whether used in the formulae or not, enables the logic to have a satisfactory
treatment of empty carriers. As an example, suppose in a theory we have
⊤ ⊢x ϕ as axiom. This asserts (∀x) ϕ and is unproblematic for an empty carrier
– it holds vacuously, in fact. Then we can derive
⊤ ⊢x ϕ

(∃x) ϕ⊢(∃x) ϕ
ϕ⊢x (∃x) ϕ

⊤ ⊢x (∃x) ϕ
Again, this is unproblematic for the empty carrier. It says for every element of
the carrier the proposition (∃x) ϕ holds. But, even though neither formula ⊤
nor (∃x) ϕ has free variables, we cannot derive ⊤ ⊢ (∃x) ϕ. That is just as well,
for this sequent would be problematic with an empty carrier – it asserts that
(∃x) ϕ holds unconditionally. To summarize, many standard accounts of logic
(∀x) ϕ
would have a valid inference (∃x)
ϕ , which is incompatible with empty carriers,
but we do not have the corresponding

2.2

⊤⊢x ϕ
⊤⊢(∃x) ϕ .

Categorical semantics

The categorical semantics is standard, and is described in [Joh02b]. It allows
us to talk about not only ordinary models, carried by sets, but also models in
suitable categories, categories with enough structure for the logical connectives
to be interpreted in a uniform way. We summarize it in this table.
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Syntax
sort
sequence of sorts, context
term in context
formula in context
∧
=
∃
∨

Interpretation
object (carrier)
product of carriers
morphism
subobject
pullback
equalizer
image
image of coproduct
sequent
truth value (order relation between subobjects)
Note that the interpretation of a sequent is an external truth value, not
something internal in the category. To interpret ϕ ⊢⃗x ψ, we interpret ϕ and ψ
as subobjects of the carrier product for ⃗x, and ask whether the subobject for ϕ
is less than that for ψ.
Some of the categorical structure needed is already apparent: ﬁnite limits,
arbitrary coproducts and images. Taking into account the need for the inference
rules to be valid, the exact categorical structure needed is that of a geometric
category [Joh02a]. However, in practice we use a slightly more restricted class of
categories, the Grothendieck toposes. These are cocomplete and also have the
advantage of embodying a non-logical principle, of unique choice: every total,
single-valued relation is the graph of a morphism. Categorically, it says that
the category is balanced, i.e. that every morphism that is both monic and epi
is an isomorphism (because monic and epi imply that the relational converse
of the graph is total and single-valued). We shall see that principle in use in
Proposition 5.
The ideas of the next section suggest a more radical choice of semantic
category: that of Joyal’s arithmetic universes [MV10]. These are not ﬁt for
arbitrary geometric theories, and there are signiﬁcant technical problems in
using them, so we defer their discussion until Section 6. Nonetheless, they
seem to cover geometric theories found in practice, including all our examples
except for Example 2 (Example 6 must be used instead). They also have the
foundational advantage of not needing to explain “arbitrary” (i.e. set-indexed)
in arbitrary disjunctions.

3

Geometric types and constructions

Unlike the case with ﬁnitary logic, the inﬁnitary disjunctions allow some important set-theoretic constructions to be characterized up to isomorphism by
geometric structure and axioms. These include some, but not all, of the “toposvalid” constructions that can be carried out in Grothendieck toposes, and so
leads to a notion of geometric mathematics, a fragment of the internal mathematics of toposes. The next result shows how this works for one particular
construction, that of list objects. If A is a set, then we write List(A) for its
list object, the set of ﬁnite lists of elements from A. The categorical characterization can be found in [Joh02a, A2.5.15], but in fact we shall use the more
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general characterization of the parametrized list object – see [Mai10] –, which
is equivalent in cartesian closed categories such as toposes.
Proposition 5 Let A and L be sorts in some geometric theory. The L can be
constrained to be isomorphic to the list type List(A) by functions nil : 1 → L
and cons : A × L → L, together with axioms as follows:
cons(a, l) = nil ⊢al ⊥
′ ′

cons(a, l) = cons(a′ , l′ ) ⊢ala l a = a′ ∧ l = l′
∨
⊤ ⊢l
(∃a0 a1 · · · an−1 ) l = [a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 ]
n∈N

where [a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 ] is an abbreviation for cons(a0 , cons(a1 , . . . , cons(an−1 , nil) · · · )).
Obviously the formula on the right of the ﬁnal axiom is not written in the strict
syntax of geometric logic, but it is intended to suggest the recursive deﬁnition of
a countable family of disjuncts.
Proof. (Sketch) We show the universal property of the parametrized list
object. Suppose we are given functions f : B → Y and g : A × Y → Y . We
want there to be a unique r = rec(f, g) : L × B → Y making these diagrams
commute.
B

⟨nil◦!,B⟩

−→
f↘

cons×B

L×B
↓r
Y

←−

←−
g

A×L×B
↓A×r
A×Y

Logically, we deﬁne the graph of r, a relation γ ⊆ L × B × Y , by
def ∨
γ(l, b, y) =
(∃a0 a1 · · · an−1 )
n∈N

(l = [a0 , a1 , . . . , an−1 ] ∧ y = g(a0 , g(a1 , . . . , g(an−1 , f (b)) · · · ))).
It is clear that if r exists at all, its graph has to be equivalent to γ. One next
proves that γ is total and single-valued, and then appeals to unique choice to
get the morphism r.
The geometric constructions on sets (or on objects of Grothendieck toposes)
are the ones that can be characterized geometrically in this way. They include
ﬁnite limits and arbitrary colimits, and in a sense that covers them all because
of the way Giraud’s Theorem characterizes Grothendieck toposes in terms of
ﬁnite limits and arbitrary colimits. However, they also include free algebras –
such as the list construction just described. This enables us to get N, Z and
Q, with their arithmetic and (decidable) order, and also the (Kuratowski) ﬁnite
powerset FX along with ﬁnitely bounded universal quantiﬁcation.
However, there are also topos-valid constructions that are non-geometric.
These include exponentials (function types), powersets, and the reals (of various
kinds) and complex numbers. Their non-geometricity may be seen concretely
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in the fact that in general they are not preserved by the inverse image functors
of geometric morphisms. The problem lies not so much in the constructions
themselves, but in viewing them as sets. In fact they can all be described as
point-free spaces – there are geometric theories whose models are functions from
X to Y , or subsets of X, or real numbers, but they naturally give a non-discrete
topology. The non-geometric step – topos-valid, but not preserved by inverse
image functors – is that of taking the set of points, i.e. imposing the discrete
topology.
There are two diﬀerent ways to view this notion of geometric types.
The ﬁrst is as syntactic sugar. Knowing that these types can be characterized
geometrically, it is legitimate to include them in presenting geometric theories.
That is to say, when we declare a sort, we can also require it to be isomorphic
to a geometrically constructed type; but we think of that as an abbreviation for
some geometric structure and axioms so that at base it is all presented in pure
geometric logic.
On the other hand one might also say that in essence geometric logic is a
type theory: the type constructions are an intrinsic part of it. This is the idea
behind an alternative deﬁnition of geometric theory given in [Joh02a, B4.2.7].
It also points a way towards foundational simpliﬁcation. When we characterize
a geometric type such as N in terms of geometric logic, we are in eﬀect using
the arbitrary (set-indexed) disjunctions to explain internal inﬁnities – the natural number object in the Grothendieck topos – in terms of external inﬁnities,
inﬁnities in our ambient mathematics of sets. But we could take the geometric
types, or a suitable selection of them, as a given part of geometric logic, characterized semantically by universal properties such as that used for parametrized
list objects in Proposition 5. Once that is done, arbitrary disjunctions become
less essential.
As an illustration of the use of geometric types, here is an alternative presentation of the real line, this time as a predicate theory.
Example 6 (The reals R – again) Take a signature with one sort, the rationals Q. Since this can be constructed geometrically “out of nothing”, the theory
is essentially propositional.
It has two predicates L, R ⊆ Q, and axioms
⊤ ⊢ (∃q : Q) L(q)
⊤ ⊢ (∃q : Q) R(q)
L(q) ⊢⊣q:Q (∃q ′ : Q) (q < q ′ ∧ L(q ′ )) R(r) ⊢⊣r:Q (∃r′ : Q) (r′ < r ∧ R(r′ ))
L(q) ∧ R(q) ⊢q:Q ⊥
q < r ⊢q,r:Q L(q) ∨ R(r)
The models of this are the Dedekind sections, with lower and upper cuts L
and R. The the top two axioms on the left or right say that L is an inhabited,
rounded downset or upset respectively. The bottom left axiom says they are
disjoint, and the bottom right (“locatedness”) says that they come arbitrarily
close together. The argument sketched in Example 2 can be used to show that
this predicate thateory is equivalent to the previous propositional one; see also
[Vic07].
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Note that specifying Q geometrically requires inﬁnitary disjunctions, so the
theory is not coherent. However, apart from that, all the disjunctions are ﬁnitary.

3.1

Ontology

By “ontology” I mean how you match the logic to whatever it is you are talking
about, and in computer science the ideas of Samson Abramsky [Abr87] and Mike
Smyth in eﬀect provided an ontology for propositional geometric logic in terms
of observability. [Vic89] uses this as the basis for its treatment of topology.
Although it plays no role in the mathematical development of geometric logic,
it has proved fruitful in motivating applications. The idea is that in a model
of a propositional geometric theory, a formula is to be interpreted as a ﬁnitely
observable property – let us say a ﬁnitely ascertainable property, meaning that
if it holds then there is some possibility of ascertaining it in a ﬁnite way. (For a
countable disjunction it will even be semidecidable, since there is a systematic
way to try out all the disjuncts in parallel. For other inﬁnities one should rather
think of the process as serendipitous1 since there may be no systematic way of
seeking out the situation in which the property is ﬁnitely ascertained.) The
idea is that ascertainability is closed under ﬁnite conjunctions and arbitrary
disjunctions, but not negation or implication. A sequent is not an ascertainable
property, but a background assumption, or scientiﬁc hypothesis, about how
observations interact with each other.
In fact one can see a Popperian idea of refutation here. Suppose a geometric
theory T includes some axioms ϕ ⊢ ⊥, making it refutable, and experimental
observations over the same signature are expressed as a set E of sequents of
the form ⊤ ⊢ ψ – because that is the general form of observations. If in T ∪ E
we can infer ⊤ ⊢ ⊥, then the theory T is refuted by the experiments E. More
carefully, either the experimental reality does not obey the axioms of T, or there
is a mismatch between the way the signature is interpreted for E and what was
intended for T.
The ontology extends to predicate logic, and this is discussed in some detail in [Vic10b]. The idea is that for an “observable set” you need two kinds
of information about existence and equality: (1) how to ascertain when you
have “apprehended” an element of the set, and (2) how to ascertain when two
apprehended elements are equal.
For example, for a ﬁnitely presented group, to apprehend an element you
write down a word in the generators, and to ﬁnd equality you ﬁnd a proof of
equality from the relations. Note that if the word problem is undecidable, then
inequality will not be ascertainable in the same sense.
As another example, if A is an observable set, then List(A) is observable
in the following way. To apprehend an element, you get a natural number n,
and, for each i with 0 ≤ i < n, apprehend an element ai of Ȧ. To ascertain
∧n
′
′
′ n −1
′
′
⟨n, (ai )n−1
i=0 ⟩ = ⟨n , (ai )i=0 ⟩, you ﬁnd n = n and ascertain
i=0 ai = ai .
1 Serendipity

is “the faculty of making happy chance finds”.
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The ontology of ∃ is interesting. To apprehend an element of (∃y) ϕ(x, y)
you apprehend a and b, and ascertain ϕ(a, b) – in other words, the same as to
apprehend an element of ϕ. But equality is diﬀerent. To ascertain (a, b) = (a′ , b′ )
in (∃y) ϕ(x, y), you just ascertain a = a′ .
We can now see three diﬀerent ontologies for the sequent ψ ⊢x (∃y) ϕ, and
in fact the principle of unique choice implies three corresponding ontologies for
function symbols. Each starts with the assumption that you have apprehended
some a (for the variable x) and ascertained ψ for it. Somehow that must entail the possibility of apprehending some b and ascertaining ϕ for (a, b). The
strongest interpretation, generally too strong to be useful, is that apprehending
a already involves apprehending b somehow. The constructivist interpretation
is that there is some ﬁnite procedure for ﬁnding b from a. The observational
interpretation, closer to scientiﬁc hypotheses, is that b is merely “out there
somewhere”.

4

Toposes as spaces

There’s a very general idea in categorical logic, by which a theory gives rise to a
“classifying category” that may somehow be thought of as the “space of models”
of the theory. I must stress that the classifying category is not the category of
models. In fact, the classifying category is a useful tool in situations where the
logic is incomplete and the category of models (standard models in ordinary sets)
is insuﬃcient. This is important for geometric logic, which is incomplete, and in
this case the classifying categories are the classifying toposes. There are some
features of this approach that are very general, and apply for rather mundane
categorical reasons. However, there are also some speciﬁc features in geometric
logic that set it apart and support the slogan “continuity is geometricity”.
Here’s the general technique. Suppose we are working with some logic L,
and that it and its rules are interpreted in categories in some class C. Suppose
we are given some L-theory T.
• For each C-category C, there is a category ModT (C) of models of T in C.
• For each C-functor F : C → D, there is a functor ModT (F ) : ModT (C) →
ModT (D).
• The classifying category CT is a C-category equipped with a generic Tmodel Mg . They are characterized by the property that for every Ccategory C, the functor C-cat(CT , C) → ModT (C), deﬁned by F 7→
ModT (F )(Mg ), is an equivalence of categories. CT may be thought of
freely generated, as a C-category, by the generic model Mg .
• The trivial theory T0 (no signature, no axioms) is classiﬁed by the initial
C-category.
• A C-functor CT1 → CT2 is equivalent to a model of T1 in CT2 .
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I’m not going to attempt to deﬁne what a “logic L” is in general, but leave it
as known that there are many examples of such a framework – see, e.g., [Joh02b,
D1]. This is perhaps easiest in propositional logics, where the C-categories can
be taken as posets. For example, for propositional classical, intuitionistic and
geometric logic, the C-categories are Boolean algebras, Heyting algebras and
frames respectively. Then the classifying category CT is the Lindenbaum algebra
of formulae modulo logical equivalence.
The case of propositional geometric logic is well known as locale theory (see,
e.g., [Joh82]). Here the “C-categories”, the frames, are complete lattices in
which binary meet distributes over arbitrary joins (frame distributivity) and the
“C-functors” are frame homomorphisms, functions preserving ﬁnite meets and
arbitrary joins. Then a propositional geometric theory T is the same as a frame
presentation by generators and relations – the generators are the propositional
symbols in the signature, and the relations are the axioms. It presents a frame
Ω[T], which is the geometric Lindenbaum algebra for T.
In predicate logic, we need categories. For example, for ﬁnitary algebraic,
ﬁnitary cartesian and geometric theories, the C-categories are ﬁnite product
categories, ﬁnite limit categories and Grothendieck toposes respectively. For the
ﬁrst two, the C-functors are functors preserving ﬁnite products and ﬁnite limits.
For Grothendieck toposes, the C-functors preserve ﬁnite limits and arbitrary
colimits: they are the inverse image functors of geometric morphisms.
Now we look at how to understand the classifying categories as spaces of
models. The trick is to work in the opposite of the category of C-categories. Let
us write [T] for CT considered as an object of the opposite category: we wish to
foster an illusion that it is “the space of models of L”.
• The initial C-category now becomes ﬁnal. Let us denote it by 1 when we
consider it in this opposite category.
• A point of [T] can be deﬁned to be a morphism 1 → [T], and that is
equivalent to a model of T in Cinit .
• More generally, let us call a generalized point of [T] any morphism C → [T].
This is equivalent to a model of T in C.
• Hence (generalized) points of [T] are equivalent to models of T (in arbitrary
C-categories).
• A morphism f : [T1 ] → [T2 ] transforms points of [T1 ] to points of [T2 ] by
M 7→ f ◦ M (M : C → [T1 ]).
• It also transforms models M of T1 (in C, say) into models of T2 . f is
a model f (Mg1 ) of T2 in CT1 . But everything in CT1 is constructed by
C-constructions out of the generic model Mg1 and those constructions are
preserved by M as C-functor, and it follows that the construction that
in CT1 constructs f (Mg1 ) out of Mg1 also, in C, constructs the model for
f ◦ M out of that for M . Hence the point transformer matches the model
transformer.
12

Thus a map f , though formally a functor from CT2 to CT1 , can be understood
as a model transformer: speciﬁcally, it transforms the generic model Mg1 of T1
into a model f (Mg1 ) of T2 . In general the way in which f (Mg1 ) is constructed
out of Mg1 is closely bound to the syntax of L and is little real advance on thinking of a logical interpretation of T2 into formulae of T1 . However, for geometric
logic, if we make good use of the geometric types, the model transformer can
look just like ordinary mathematics – albeit with constructivist restrictions.
For propositional geometric logic, the trick of using the opposite category is
well known as locale theory. We are writing [T] for the locale whose frame of
opens is Ω[T]. The maps [T1 ] → [T2 ] are the frame homomorphisms Ω[T2 ] →
Ω[T1 ].
In the general case of predicate geometric logic, the classifying category CT
is the classifying topos, which we write S[T], and the initial C-category is Set.
Working now in the opposite category, we ﬁnd we are in the category of
Grothendieck toposes and geometric morphisms. We shall change our notation
for objects, writing [T] instead of S[T]. Thus a map (geometric morphism)
f : [T1 ] → [T2 ] is a functor f ∗ : S[T2 ] → S[T1 ] that preserves ﬁnite limits and
arbitrary colimits. We have made a notational distinction between toposes as
generalized spaces ([T]) and toposes as generalized universes of set (S[T]).
We can now exploit the argument above about model transformers to deﬁne
geometric morphisms in a way that really makes them look like maps transforming models into models. (This was explained in detail in [Vic99].) Suppose
we want to deﬁne f : [T1 ] → [T2 ]. We can say:
Let x be a model of T1 . Then f (x) = · · · is a model of T2 .
As long as the · · · , and the proof that it deﬁnes a model, are all geometric,
then this deﬁnes a map f . First of all, this is because we can apply it to the
generic model of T1 in the topos S[T1 ] to get a model of T2 in S[T1 ] and hence
a map [T1 ] → [T2 ]. But the geometricity of the construction also tells us that
it is preserved by inverse image functors, and so the same construction in other
toposes agrees with the point transformer got by composing with f .
Example 7 (Addition of reals) Let x1 , x2 be reals. To deﬁne x1 + x2 (as a
Dedekind section) we must say which rationals q and r have q < x1 + x2 < r.
We have q < x1 + x2 if q = q1 + q2 for rationals qi < xi . To express this as a
geometric formula for a Dedekind section (L, R), in terms of Dedekind sections
(Li , Ri ) for xi ,
def

L(q) = (∃q1 q2 )(q = q1 + q2 ∧ L1 (q1 ) ∧ L2 (q2 )).
The right half R is similar, and then the proof that (L, R) is Dedekind is straightforward.
Notice how frame theory does not enter into this description, nor is a continuity proof required. For the sceptical, it is possible to reconstruct the inverse
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image by
+∗ (q, ∞) =

∨

(q1 , ∞) × (q2 , ∞).

q=q1 +q2

As mentioned before, the technique works despite the fact that geometric
logic is incomplete, so that a geometric theory may have an insuﬃciency of
models. Some non-trivial locales have no points at all. Thus global points
(maps from 1) are inadequate for deﬁning a map, but the geometricity means
that the construction also applies to the generalized points, and there are enough
of them – in fact, for what we just did, the generic point was enough in itself.
We have seen how propositional geometric theories T can be dealt with as
theories for propositional geometric logic, with frames as the classifying categories and frame homomorphisms as the localic analogue of continuous map.
However, an important result of topos theory is that the classifying topos S[T]
is the category of sheaves over the frame Ω[T] and geometric morphisms between the classiﬁng toposes are equivalent to frame homomorphisms between
the frames of opens. Hence it doesn’t matter whether we think of the space
[T] in the locale way, embodied by the frame Ω[T] presented by T, or in the
topos way, embodied by the classifying topos S[T]. The space [T] has a frame
of opens Ω[T] and a topos of sheaves S[T], but we do not insist that it is either
one of them. (Indeed, even a predicate theory has a frame of opens Ω[T], the
frame of subsheaves of 1, though in general the frame is not enough to determine
the topos. For generalized spaces the opens are not enough, and we must use
sheaves, i.e. objects of S[T] – we think of S as standing for “sheaf”.) Likewise,
it doesn’t matter whether we think of maps f : [T1 ] → [T2 ] as embodied by
frame homomorphisms or by geometric morphisms.
Here is an example where the geometric constructions involve a non-propositional
theory.
Example 8 (Sheaves) Let the theory Tob have one sort and no functions,
predicates or axioms. A model in a Grothendieck topos is simply an object of
that topos, so [Tob ] is the space of sets – if we understand sets in a generalized
way as objects of whichever topos we wish to work in. A map [T] → [Tob ] can
then be understood either as an object of S[T] or as a geometric construction
of sets out of models of T. In other words, a sheaf (object of the topos) is a
“continuous set-valued map” – a map from [T] to the space of sets.

5

Bundles

For simplicity we shall work now with propositional theories and locales, although the results apply more generally. A locale X will be a space [T] for
some propositional (or essentially propositional) geometric theory, so the points
of X are the models of T. We have discussed geometricity of constructions on
sets: constructions that are preserved by inverse image functors f ∗ . However,
the notion generalizes to constructions on locales. We shall see that this has an
14

important relativization eﬀect, allowing us to deal with continuously indexed
families of spaces (i.e. bundles). The theory of individual topological spaces
easily gives results about bundles, as long as one adheres to geometricity constraints.
Definition 9 A bundle is a map.
That looks too trivial to be useful, but it embodies a particular point of
view. When we say that a map p : X → Y is a bundle, we are thinking of
it as being an indexed family of spaces: for each point y of Y we have a ﬁbre
p−1 ({y}). It is given by the pullback y ∗ X in
p∗ y

y ∗ X −→ X
y∗ p ↓
↓p
W −→ Y
y

Actually, this is a generalized ﬁbre for a generalized point, but the usual ﬁbres
arise the same way when W = 1.
The following result is of fundamental importance.
Theorem 10 Let Y be a locale.2 Then there is an equivalence between (1) the
category of bundles over Y (the morphisms being the commutative triangles)
and (2) the category of internal locales in SY.
Of course, this presupposes the fact that the theory of frames is suﬃciently
topos-valid.
Proof. (Sketch) This has been proved by Fourman and Scott in [FS79] and
by Joyal and Tierney in [JT84]. It relies on the fact that for any geometric
morphism p, the right adjoint p∗ preserves frames. (The left adjoint p∗ , which
is the inverse image functor with which we have characterized geometricity,
does not. Framehood is not geometric. The reason is that having “all” joins
changes its signiﬁcance according to which topos you are in.) Given p : X → Y ,
the corresponding internal frame in SY is got by applying p∗ to the subobject
classiﬁer in SX. Conversely, given an internal frame A in SY , ΩX is got as the
external frame of its global elements.
This gives us an important principle for constructing bundles. Suppose we
have a construction on frames that is topos-valid. Then it also gives a construction on bundles. For starting from a bundle p : X → Y we get a frame A in
SY . We can apply our construction to that, giving another frame A′ in SY ,
and hence another bundle p′ : X ′ → Y .
Now since we think of bundles as indexed families of spaces, we would really
like such a construction to work ﬁbrewise: in other words, we want to be able
to see the indexes as just indexing the whole construction. Since the ﬁbres are
got as pullbacks along points, we should like the construction to be preserved at
least by pullbacks along global points; but, actually, it is much more satisfactory
if they are preserved by all pullbacks.
2 It

works quite generally for toposes.
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Definition 11 A construction on localic bundles is geometric if it is preserved
(up to isomorphism) by pullback.
Actually there are some deﬁnite questions of coherence here – how the diﬀerent pullbacks must ﬁt together. Work is in progress to understand this better.
An important special case is for bundles that are local homeomorphisms (see
[JT84] for the localic deﬁnition and proofs of the results; see also [Vic10a] for a
development from a speciﬁcally geometric point of view). Under the correspondence of Theorem 10 these correspond to internal frames that are powerobjects
PX, i.e. discrete locales, and the correspondence between the local homeomorphisms and the objects X is essentially that well known for spaces between local
homeomorphisms and presheaves with the sheaf pasting condition. Hence the
local homeomorphisms are the bundle form of internal locales that are discrete.
Such discreteness is geometric: local homeomorphisms are preserved under pullback. Hence local homeomorphisms are ﬁbrewise discreet.
Now the inverse image functors f ∗ , when reinterpreted as acting on local
homeomorphisms, act by pullback. Hence in the special case of bundle constructions for local homeomorphisms, geometricity under the new localic deﬁnition
restricts to the old deﬁnition of preservation by inverse image functors.
Unfortunately, frames are not geometric objects. Hence geometricity of locale constructions (viewed through the localic bundles) cannot be deduced from
geometricity of a corresponding frame construction. However, there is a useful
way round this. Suppose an internal frame in SY2 has an internal presentation
as Ω[T], where T is an internal propositional geometric theory. A simple general
form is the GRD-system of [Vic04] described by a (non-commutative) diagram
ρ↙
FG ←−
λ

D
↓π
R

and presenting a theory with propositional symbols in G and, for each r ∈ R,
an axiom
∧
∨ ∧
λ(r) ⊢
ρ(d).
π(d)=r

This presents a frame Ω[T] in SY2 and hence gives a bundle p2 : X2 → Y2 .
Now suppose we have a map f : Y1 → Y2 . This gives an internal theory f ∗ T
in SY1 (using f ∗ G, f ∗ R and f ∗ D, and remembering that the Kuratowski ﬁnite
powerset F is geometric) and hence an internal frame Ω[f ∗ T] and a bundle
p1 : X1 → Y1 . What is the relation between p1 and f ∗ p2 ? On the face of it, we
don’t know, because the passage in SY2 from T to Ω[T] to p1 is not all geometric
and so is not preserved by pullback. However, it is proved in [Vic04] that the
connection between T and p1 is geometric: p2 is isomorphic to f ∗ p1 .
What this means is that one can deﬁne a bundle over Y as indexed space in
the following style:
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Let y be a point of Y . Then T(y) = · · · is a propositional geometric
theory.
Here the · · · must be geometric. Then for each y the ﬁbre over y is the space
of models [T(y)].
Consequently, suppose we have a locale construction that can be described
by a geometric construction on theories T. Then it follows that the locale construction is geometric. (However, there are still questions to ask about whether
the construction is presentation independent, since there may be quite diﬀerent
theories giving isomorphic locales.)
Important examples of a geometric constructions on locales are the powerlocales.
Example 12 (The upper powerlocale) The upper powerlocale is one of a
family of localic hyperspaces that, in their localic form, arise out of the Vietoris
powerlocale described in [Joh85]. See [Vic97] for more information and history.
If X is a locale then its upper powerlocale PU X has for its frame the free frame
over ΩX “qua preframe”, i.e. preserving ﬁnite meets and directed joins. Its
global points are easily seen to be equivalent to the Scott open ﬁlters of ΩX, and
then Johnstone’s localic form of the Hofmann-Mislove Theorem (see [Vic97] for
a topos-valid proof ) shows these are equivalent to the compact ﬁtted sublocales of
X. Thus PU X is a hyperspace: its points are certain subspaces of X. (There is
an order reversal – the specialization order on PU X is the opposite of sublocale
inclusion.)
The ﬁnite subcover deﬁnition of compactness is naturally reformulated localically in terms of frames: that if the top open ⊤ is a directed join, then it
must already be one of the opens in the join. Another way of putting this is
that {⊤} is a Scott open ﬁlter, and so corresponds to a compact, ﬁtted sublocale
– it is X as a sublocale of itself, and therefore compact. Because of the order
reversal, it is a bottom point in PU X.
This treatment of compactness is closely bound to the frame, and therefore
not geometric. However, it can be expressed in a geometric way using the fact
that the upper powerlocale itself is a geometric construction of locales. This
follows from results in [Vic04]. The central point is that if X is presented as
[T], then PU X is presented by a theory that can be constructed geometrically
from T. Now compactness can be expressed geometrically. As mentioned above,
a compact X corresponds to a bottom point ⊥ : 1 → PU X, so the question now
is when a bottom point ⊥ corresponds to X as sublocale of itself. One can show
[Vic95] that this holds iﬀ ⊥ is “strongly bottom” in the sense of being less than
every generalized point – alternatively, iﬀ ⊥ : 1 → PU X is left adjoint to the
unique map ! : PU X → 1. This condition is stable under pullback (now that we
know PU is geometric) and so gives a geometric criterion for compactness.
The lower and Vietoris powerlocales are also geometric, and the lower powerlocale gives a geometric account of the constructively important property of
overtness (or openness) of locales. Further examples are the connected Vietoris
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powerlocale [Vic09] and the valuation locales [Vic08], [CS09]. These latter two
have been used in localic accounts of diﬀerentiation and integration.
See also [Vic11], which uses the geometricity of the symmetric topos (see
[BF06]; they call geometricity “equivariance”) and arguments similar to those
of Example 12 to give a geometric criterion for local connectedness.

6

Conclusions

My main take-home message is that geometric reasoning, when it can be done,
is a powerful tool. By accessing the generalized points, it restores the points
to point-free spaces, thus making localic reasoning much more pleasant; and
by its applicability in toposes of sheaves, where point-set spaces have grave
disadvantages, it provides a natural treatment of ﬁbrewise topology of bundles.
Whether it can be done is, however, a non-trivial question, and work is
in progress on case studies that have included domain theory, diﬀerentiation
and integration. A current big project of my own at Birmingham is to test
its applicability to the topos approaches to quantum foundations of [DI11] and
[HLS09] (see also [HLS08], which explicitly identiﬁes a desire for geometricity).
Here bundles seem to enter naturally through the notion of states “in context”.
The base points of the bundle are contexts, or classical points of view, sets of
observables that commute and so – by Gelfand-Naimark duality – are compatible
with states in the sense of classical physics.
In making the geometric type constructors an intrinsic part of geometric
logic, one might wonder whether one can dispense with the inﬁnitary disjunctions. Except for Example 2, the examples in this paper make do with the free
algebra constructions such as the list object and an otherwise ﬁnitary version of
geometric logic. In fact, a start has been made in investigating such a logic, with
a categorical semantics using Joyal’s arithmetic universes – so the logic may be
thought of as arithmetic logic, a fragment of geometric logic. Arithmetic universes are deﬁned more precisely in [Mai10] as list arithmetic pretoposes, i.e.
pretoposes with parametrized list objects, and it is shown how the list objects
enable the construction of other free algebras. (In an elementary topos, whose
starting structure includes the non-geometric constructions of function types
and powersets, a natural number object is enough.) I believe also that the techniques of [PV07], constructing free algebras for cartesian theories, will work in
arithmetic universes. Then theories such as Example 6 may be considered as
arithmetic theories, with models taken in arithmetic universes. This is by contrast with Example 2, with its explicit inﬁnitary disjunctions, even though the
two theories are equivalent for Grothendieck toposes. This radically simpliﬁes
the foundations needed, since arithmetic universes can be treated by ﬁnitary
algebra: they are the models of a ﬁnitary, essentially algebraic theory.
Now the fact that Grothendieck toposes are elementary toposes, and have
the non-geometric constructions of function types and powersets, makes it very
much easier to reason geometrically with them: for it is often permissible to
use the non-geometric (but still topos-valid) reasoning as long as the result
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being proved can be stated geometrically. This is an obstacle to transferring
the techniques to arithmetic universes, which are not cartesian closed and do
not have powerobjects. For example, frame theory does not work in arithmetic
universes and so Theorem 10 does not hold in the way it is proved. Nonetheless,
a start has been made in [MV10] in showing how to live in such a restrictive
mathematics and still beneﬁt from the geometricity ideas. For example, there is
another version of Example 6, with a diﬀerent form of the “locatedness” axiom
q < r ⊢q,r:Q L(q) ∨ R(r). The proof that they are equivalent uses induction to
prove a geometric sequent, which on the face of it requires cartesian closedness
so that the sequent can be treated as a formula with implication. [MV10] shows
how the same proof can also be justiﬁed in arithmetic universes.
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